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Report overview
A study into how Australians relate to nature 
and what this means for leaders engaging 
stakeholders in their climate and nature journey

http://possiblestrategy.com
http://www.mobium.com.au/
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In March 2023, we asked 2,035 Australians 
what they thought about nature, what they 
expected governments and businesses to do 
to protect it, and how they would like to have 
information communicated to them about it.

The study was conducted by research firm 
Mobium Group and strategy consultancy 
POSSIBLE, with technical and subject matter 
input from climate change advisory and 
solutions firm Pollination.

This document provides an overview  
of the research. Please contact  
andrew@possiblestrategy.com  
for options to access the full report.
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About POSSIBLE

POSSIBLE is a specialist strategy and 
leadership firm working with global leaders 
of organisations addressing the biggest 
opportunities of our time in climate and nature.

Led by founder Andrew Baker, a strategy 
consultant, researcher, project developer and 
passion igniter with a purpose of accelerating 
the growth and impact of organisations 
creating their strategy to compete and win in 
an improving world, we work via direct, long- 
term relationships and apply our proprietary 
strategy and leadership processes to find 
novel solutions to our clients’ most pressing 
issues and opportunities.

About Mobium Group

Mobium helps organisations understand and 
act on Australian consumers’ desire to make 
healthier, more sustainable consumption 
choices.

Since 2005, our multi-mode primary and 
secondary research has supported decision- 
makers in corporates, governments, 
businesses and NGO’s to write the business 
case for ‘green’.

Mobium’s Living LOHAS© project, an ongoing 
Australian research analysis, commenced in 
2007, provides extensive insight into evolving 
community expectations and actions when it 
comes to environmental and social matters.

Mobium is a member of The Research Society, 
the professional association for the market 
research and insights industry in Australia.
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From the founder

We must act

The nature crisis is gaining increasing attention 
in corporate Australia as new frameworks and 
regulations such as TNFD1 and SFDR2 put it on 
an equal footing with climate as a key issue 
impacting business now and over coming 
decades.

With approximately half of the world’s economy, 
some $44Tn3 of annual economic output 
according to the World Economic Forum, having 
a moderate to very high dependency on nature 
it makes sense for organisations to explore the 
risks and opportunities nature presents in their 
operations, from where and how they source 
raw materials to how they are processed and 
how they are ultimately presented to their B2B 
customers and end consumers.

Of course, the crises in climate and nature are 
inseparable. The global economy has been 
consuming nature’s balance sheet faster than 
it can be replenished since industrialisation, 
generating critical risks in our landscapes, 
marine ecosystems and atmosphere. Climate 
change amplifies all those issues.

Why we created this report

In our strategy work with leading investors, 
entrepreneurs and advisors addressing the 
environmental crisis, we frequently engage with 
internal and external stakeholders on behalf of 
the organisations we serve.

This can include boards of directors, executives, 
staff, regulators, civil society leaders and 
consumers. Ultimately, these stakeholders are 
all members of the Australian community.

Many of the clients we work with are deep 
experts on climate and nature. They know 
the terminology and understand the science, 
but how does broader Australian society 
compare?

To find out, we worked with our research 
partner Mobium Group, to survey 2,035 
Australians and gauge responses to more than 
150 measures related to their environmental 
values, attitudes, beliefs and preferences. 

www.possiblestrategy.com
1. Taskforce on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD)
2. Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR)
3. Nature Risk Rising: Why the Crisis Engulfing Nature Matters for Business and the Economy 

Andrew Baker 
Founder, POSSIBLE

http://possiblestrategy.com
https://tnfd.global/
https://www.eurosif.org/policies/sfdr/
https://www.weforum.org/reports/nature-risk-rising-why-the-crisis-engulfing-nature-matters-for-business-and-the-economy/#:~:text=Nature%20Risk%20Rising%2C%20produced%20in,and%20services%20within%20the%20broader
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The questions we sought to answer

Our survey sought answers to the following 
topics:

• To what extent does the community 
understand the level of damage to nature?

• Do Australians understand the economic 
dependence of Australia’s economy on our 
natural capital base?

• In a post-pandemic world, to what extent 
does the community prioritise action on 
environmental issues, compared to other 
pressing issues such as personal finances?

• Can nature provide a more relatable lens 
through which to present an organisation’s 
broader climate and other environmental 
initiatives?

 
How to use these insights

Our report provides a compelling, post- 
pandemic baseline for understanding how 
Australians engage with climate and nature, 
and includes advice for leaders seeking to 
engage their communities, consumers and 
other stakeholders on their climate and nature 
strategy.

Read on for a snapshot of our findings, and 
contact us for access to the full report.

Need custom insights?

Our survey delved deep into the minds 
of Australian consumers across a 
range of topics, including perceptions 
of nature and climate, sustainability in 
food and fibre, brand reputation, eco-
labels, greenwashing and links between 
sustainability and personal health and 
wellbeing. Our team can tailor these 
insights to your organisations specific 
needs. Contact us for more information.

Andrew Baker, Founder, POSSIBLE 
andrew@possiblestrategy.com

https://www.possiblestrategy.com/
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Concern for nature is not at the commercial or political fringe in 
Australian life. It is front and centre. This is because Australians 
have a deep, intrinsic attachment to nature and want it protected. 
That care is enduring, and particularly deeply held amongst Gen Z. 

There is widespread misunderstanding of even the most high-
profile environmental terms such as net zero, and very few have 
ever heard of terms such as nature positive, circular economy and 
natural capital.

Australians also understand that the deterioration of the 
natural environment is a risk to Australia’s economy, and that 
environmental issues are likely to have a greater impact on them 
and their communities in five years time than they do now.

In the post-pandemic environment, personal financial concerns 
have risen above other priorities, but Australians still expect 
government and business to take action. The catch? Scepticism of 
environmental claims is entrenched, and widespread.

Despite their interest and concern, it is clear that most Australians 
don’t fully appreciate the level of damage done. Organisations must 
get better at understanding the current state of one of our most 
important assets, and communicating this with the community.

Nature offers a fresh lens through which to frame and accelerate 
action to address corporate risks and opportunities on climate and 
related issues. Leaders across all functions from the board to the 
front line have a role to play.

Key findings at a glance
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“Australian companies are ploughing millions 
of dollars into selling their environmental 
credentials but in too many cases consumers 
aren’t buying. 

We see a significant opportunity for 
companies who want to act authentically, 
earn community trust and fill this consumer 
confidence and awareness gap.”

Pollination Managing Director, Megan Flynn

https://pollinationgroup.com/
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Data and insights from 2,000+ Australian consumers, alongside  
35 detailed charts addressing: 

• What proportion of Australians enjoy 
experiencing nature?

• How many Australians participated in outdoor 
activities in the last 12 months?

• Which Australians believe nature should be 
protected for future generations? 

• Which groups of Australians believe humans 
have a right to use nature at the expense of 
the needs of other creatures?

• Do Australians believe producers will have to 
change the way they make the food we eat 
and the clothes we wear due to the impacts 
of climate change?

• How has the level of belief that climate 
change is occurring and being driven by 
humans changed over the last decade?

• To what extent do Australians believe there 
is a link between climate change and severe 
weather events, and how that has changed 
since 2009?

• Which Australians believe the deterioration of 
the natural environment presents a risk to the 
Australian economy?

• How many Australians believe environmental 
issues will increasingly impact themselves 
and their communities over coming years?

• Do Australians believe they will have to 
change their diet in the future due to the 
impacts of climate change?

• What is the level of understanding of the 
damage already done to the world’s marine 
and land environments and forests?

• Which key climate and nature terms, such as 
Circular Economy, Nature Positive, or Natural 
Capital have Australians heard of, and do 
they understand what they mean?

• How many Australians want clearer 
information regarding the environmental 
benefits and impacts of the products and 
services they choose?

• Do Australians believe they have experienced 
greenwashing, and what does this do to 
their interest in future purchases of products 
marketed as ‘green’ or sustainable?

• How sceptical are Australian consumers 
about the social and environmental claims 
that companies make about their products 
and services?

• Have Australians’ concerns about 
environmental issues changed since before 
the Pandemic?

• What influence did environmental issues have 
on how Australians voted in the last Federal 
election, and how do they believe this will 
change for the next election?

• Do Australians believe the Federal 
Government is doing a good job with policies 
and programs related to the environment and 
climate change?

• What do Australians expect of business 
and government, when it comes to the 
environment and climate?

• How many Australians expect the products 
and services they buy in the future to be 
more environmentally friendly than they are 
today?

• Do sustainability issues make a difference  
to where people choose to work?

• How do Australians want to have climate 
issues explained to them?

• Do any brands have a standout reputation for 
being sustainable, ethical or environmentally 
friendly?

• How big is the difference between the 
expectations of Gen Z versus Boomers on 
these critical questions?

Our full report includes...
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“In 2008, when Mobium started its 
community research on sustainability,  
88% of respondents said they were sceptical 
about the environmental claims being made 
by companies about their products and 
services. That number has reduced only 
slightly to 85% in 2023.

Consumers remain cynical about such 
claims and it’s not hard to see why,” Mr Bez 
said. “With so much greenwashing in the 
marketplace they are finding it difficult 
to separate genuine commitment from 
spin. Recent actions by the ACCC against 
companies making misleading environmental 
claims highlight the persistence of the issue 
and the difficulty Australians face when 
making purchasing decisions every day.”

Mobium Group Research Director, Nick Bez

http://www.mobium.com.au/
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Sample pages from full report
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believe nature 
should be 
protected for 
future generations

95%

57

Licensed to Megan Flynn of Pollination for internal use only. Not for distribution outside Pollination without written consent by POSSIBLE.

When it comes to explaining climate, many Australians prefer narratives about nature 
(plants, animals and people), over stories about weather impacts

© 2023 In Nature we Trust | DRAFT |  CONFIDENTIAL  |  June 2023

Q:  ‘Say someone, (e.g. a scientist, a company or government spokesperson or a news 
presenter) was explaining an issue related to climate change. I would rather have it 
explained to me in terms of…’

Nearly 6 in 10 
Australians would 
prefer climate was 
explained in relation to 
impacts on nature

Communicators should engage 
the community in ways they 
can relate to. Australians love 
nature, experience nature and 
know nature. Use this bond to 
create an emotional connection

57% 43%

How it impacted nature (including 
plants, animals and people)

How it impacted the 
weather and atmosphere

19
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believe they will 
have to change 
their diet in the 
future due to the 
impacts of climate 
change

63%

43

Licensed to Megan Flynn of Pollination for internal use only. Not for distribution outside Pollination without written consent by POSSIBLE.© 2023 In Nature we Trust | DRAFT |  CONFIDENTIAL  |  June 2023

Pre-pandemic, the potential abuse of market power by big business, pollution and 
drought were top concerns. Now, personal / household finances top the agenda

Total Concern (Ranking)

2023 2018

1 The level of interest rates for home loans 1 16

2 Petrol prices 2 19

3 The affordability of housing 3 4

4 Plastic in the ocean 4 N/A

5 Household financial security 5 5

6 The impact of air / water / land pollution 6 2

7 The impact of drought and water shortages 7 3

8 The prevention of cruelty to animals in food / cosmetics industries 8 9

9 Protection of native habitat and wildlife 9 6

10 The impacts of global warming / climate change 10 12

11 The rate of extinction of Australian plants and animals (loss of biodiversity and eco-systems) 11 10

12 The potential use of nuclear power in Australia 12 17

13 Logging of native forests 13 11

14 Job security 14 7

15 Falling asset prices (such as houses, shares, superannuation) 15 N/A

16 The potential abuse of market power by ‘big’ business 16 1

17 The reliance on oil for transportation 17 14

18 The reliance on fossil fuels for power generation 18 15

19 Fair labour practices in developing countries (such as child labour, ‘sweatshops’) 19 8

20 The impacts of urban sprawl, and the reduction of open space due to housing development 20 13

The dramatic shift in 
interest rates have 
caused rapidly 
changing personal 
circumstances for 
many highly leveraged 
Australians

However, environmental issues 
that are highly visible and impact 
personal amenity, such as 
pollution and the impacts of 
drought remain higher on 
Australians’ list of concerns than 
issues such as climate, which are 
more challenging to engage with

59
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Framing stories in relation to ‘people and places’ rather than ‘science and facts’  
generates even stronger support, particularly among younger generations

© 2023 In Nature we Trust | DRAFT |  CONFIDENTIAL  |  June 2023

Q:  I find that stories about impacts on people and places (e.g. the impact of climate 
change on the Great Barrier Reef) provide a better way to learn about the environment 
than science and facts. 

Three quarters of 
Australians prefer 
stories about people 
and places over 
‘science and facts’

19% 26% 21% 18% 12%

56%
56% 60%

56%
53%

All Gen Z Gen Y Gen X Boomer

Strongly Agree Agree

82% 81%
74%

65%
75%

12

Australians understand that 
climate change and nature loss 
present risks to the economy 
and their community

2. FUTURE CONCERNS 

25

Beware the awareness / 
understanding gap. It is 
profound. And hard to shift

4. WIDESPREAD CONFUSION

28
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Despite over a decade of effort from government, corporates and NGO’s, Australians 
continue to find environmental issues complex, and would like clearer information

For nearly two 
decades, more than 
three quarters of 
Australians have said 
they want clearer 
information to make 
informed choices

86% 85% 83%
77% 76%

80%

2007 2008 2010 2014 2018 2023

Despite significant 
investment, the 
challenge to 
communicate more 
effectively remains

“The Carbon Pollution 
Reduction Scheme 
(or CPRS) was a cap-
and-trade emissions 
trading scheme for 
anthropogenic
greenhouse gases 
proposed by the 
Rudd government, 
as part of its climate 
change policy…” 
Source: Wikipedia

Q: ‘I often find environmental issues complex and I would like clearer information about 
the environmental benefits and impacts of my product and service choices’

9
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The figure is even higher 
for Gen Z, with 7 out of 10
participating in outdoor 
activities in last 12 months

And they told us they had 
enjoyed a wide range of 
activities such as hiking, 
canoeing, white-water rafting, 
sailing, surfing, and camping.

Large numbers of us embrace being in the outdoors

© 2023 In Nature we Trust | DRAFT |  CONFIDENTIAL  |  June 2023

70% of Gen Z5

participated in 
outdoor activities

53% participated in 
outdoor activities in 
the last 12 months

36
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36

Many Australians 
have experienced 
greenwashing 
first-hand
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“Mainstream Australians are seeing risks to 
their lifestyles and livelihoods from inaction 
on nature and they are not confident about 
who they can trust to help them address the 
problem.

There is clear opportunity for brands seeking 
to play a leading role in the shift to nature-
positive outcomes. Some enterprising 
businesses are already taking positive steps 
but there is scope for corporate Australian to 
do much, much more.”

POSSIBLE Founder, Andrew Baker

http://www.possiblestrategy.com/
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The opportunity 

There is a compelling opportunity for 
brands to stake out a leading position 
on nature. This will require them to get 
clear on their ambition, and to rally their 
organisation, from the board to front-line 
staff, and channel partners to suppliers, 
around a clear strategy to compete and 
win in a nature positive world.

With such interest from the community and 
consumers, the opportunities are enormous, 
as are the challenges of overcoming the 
trust barriers of a sceptical public.

After 18 years of research it is clear that  
the trends identified in this research are not 
going away.

We encourage 
leaders to take  
five key steps:

1. Understand your stakeholders.

2. Set your ambition. What reputation 
do you want to have on nature five 
years from now with customers, 
staff and investors: leader or 
laggard?

3. Identify opportunities for creating 
new products, attracting new 
customers, and cementing 
relationships with those you have 
now, and take action.

4. Re-think your communications, 
to enhance cut through and 
engagement. 

5. Build alignment, throughout your 
business and supply chain, to 
maximise the value of your efforts.

Nature is here to stay, and 
the generational markers 
in this report indicate that 
it is only going to grow 
in importance over the 
coming years.

https://www.possiblestrategy.com/
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Research methodology

The 2023 In Nature we Trust report is published 
by POSSIBLE and Mobium Group.

Quantitative Study
• A national quantitative survey was executed 

to collect an extensive inventory of the 
values, attitudes, and actions of adult 
Australians.
 – Sample size: 2,035
 – Screen: aged 16 – 77 covering 

four generational cohorts of minimum 
n=500 each 

 – Generation definitions: Boomers (1946 to 
1964); Gen X (1965 to 1980); Millennials 
(1981 to 1995); Gen Z (1996 to 2013) – 
Note: only 16+ year olds surveyed

 – Coverage: all States / Metro & Regional
 – Question set: > 150 measures
 – Data collection: multi-wave data collection 

process; February – March 2023
• Mobium Group is a member of The 

Research Society and is bound by a Code 
of Professional Behaviour in relation to the 
standards for conducting and reporting 
marketing research.

• Rounding of the data set has been 
undertaken in the analysis. 

• Readers should note this may cause a 
variation of +/- 1% in individual responses.

• The report also draws on extensive data 
collected by Mobium Group through the 
Living LOHAS research series conducted at 
regular intervals from 2007-2018.

Qualitative Dialogue

Over 30 face-to-face discussions with 
Australian consumers in individual and group 
settings.

Authors

Andrew Baker BCom BSc. DML Melb   
Nicholas R. Bez BSc MBA Melb QPR  FAIM

https://www.possiblestrategy.com/
http://www.mobium.com.au/
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Full report

For briefings and to access 
the full report, email POSSIBLE 
founder Andrew Baker at:

andrew@possiblestrategy.com
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